Having fun with zines

James Atkinson reports on a Fanzine workshop that he and other #citylis students helped to lead at Clapham Library, as part of the recent Fun Palaces weekend. The workshop was a way for Lambeth’s young people to mix art and literacy and self-publish a zine about a favourite topic.

FOR one weekend in early October, spaces across the UK including libraries, churches, disused garages and market squares transformed themselves into Fun Palaces, running activities that aimed to make every attendee an artist or a scientist.

All 10 Lambeth Libraries (plus Lambeth Archives) were turned into Fun Palaces. Across the service, a massive range of activities took place in collaboration with local organisations and groups. Just at Brixton, there were yoga, language and guitar lessons (not combined, sadly) as well as gardening workshops, story recording and various science activities, such as pinhole camera making classes.

Elsewhere, there was geodesic dome making, vegetable sculpting, martial arts, chess and short story writing. One hardy group, including Fun Palaces head honcho Stella Duffy, spent the day walking around Lambeth visiting every single palace. Check out the dedicated Twitter feed for another view of the day: @LamLibsFP

From Citylis to Fanzines

I spent the day at the Guggenheim-esque library in Clapham, where various spaces were taken over by Fun Palace crews. I work in the library at City University London, where I am also studying, and I was there with a group from the Department of Library and Information Sciences (aka #citylis, the Department’s twitter hashtag) to be one of these crews, as an initial attempt at outreach. Alongside Dr Ernesto Priego, Course Director and Lecturer at City University, I helped lead a group of #citylis students run a Fanzine Workshop.

Our handout stated: ‘Zines are a DIY way for anyone to produce self published works. Zines can be about anything from your favourite band to what you did on your summer vacation. Any topic is valid!’

‘There are several ways to make a zine. A common type of zine is the half-size, staple-bound booklet. You can also simply have a two-sided A4 page and call it a zine too. If it’s on paper and you have made it yourself, it’s a zine!’

Our aim was to get Lambeth’s kids engaging in this different form of expression by asking them to think about something they liked before handing them piles of old newspapers, scissors, glue, sticky tape, pens and plain coloured paper challenging them to make their own zine.

For the love of Minecraft

The participants really took to this medium, which mixes art with literacy. Fanzines were created about a diverse range of topics, including Chelsea FC, the computer game Minecraft, and the lives of millionaires. The children took to the task quickly (encouraging all the #citylis students who were helping out).

For Tristan Hooper, one of the most fascinating zines of the day was made by ‘a
Then, as if that wasn’t cool enough, he substituted white out [Tipp Ex/correction fluid] for a white pen and drew a football field on the back of his zine. The kid was creative. I wish I had taken some pictures, but after helping the kids my fingers were too covered in glue to work my phone!

‘All the kids were really creative, and I loved working with them to bring out their ideas and push them to think outside the box. They really didn’t need much pushing – all it took was the opportunity to be creative and the materials we provided, and bam! Out came these awesome projects.’

We made our own, too, of course, to help encourage others by creating examples (and because it was fun). Among ours were fake film reviews, hot men, photograph projects, cars and, because I found a picture of Marilyn Monroe blowing out a candle on a birthday cake, I made the Birthday Fanzine; though, I rather inexpertly glued the cover on the back/made the whole thing back-to-front!

Value of libraries
This weekend of events up and down the country really showed how valuable libraries are to their communities, not just as a place to learn or study, but to be creative and learn a plethora of new skills. Most people will respond best to a subject in its practical form: libraries can give people a space to both do this and take their interest further by searching for other resources. Such events can boost their use too.

Clapham Library had over 1,000 visitors on 3 October, well above the usual Saturday attendance. A timely reminder to Lambeth Council, just one day after they published a report on the future of their borough’s libraries.

● More from citylis students at: https://blogs.city.ac.uk/citylis/category/student_perspectives/